Abstract This paper is devoted to prove a Digital Index Theorem for digital (n − 1)-manifolds in a digital space (R n , f ), where f belongs to a large family of lighting functions on the standard cubical decomposition R n of the n-dimensional Euclidean space. As an immediate consequence we obtain the corresponding theorems for all (α, β)-surfaces of Kong-Roscoe, with α, β ∈ {6, 18, 26} and (α, β) = (6, 6), (18, 26), (26, 26), as well as for the strong 26-surfaces of Bertrand-Malgouyres.
Introduction
In [1] , [5] we introduce a general notion of digital manifold which includes the (α, β)-surfaces of Kong-Roscoe [9] and the strong 26-surfaces of Bertrand-Malgouyres [6] as particular cases. In the same paper [5] we give a proof of the Digital Jordan-Brouwer Separation Theorem for a digital (n − 1)-manifold M in a digital space (K, f ) for which the continuous analogue is the n-dimensional Euclidean space IR n . Although the Digital Jordan-Brouwer Theorem is an important result on its own, from the viewpoint of applications a digital counterpart of the topological index theorem is needed to characterize the digital components of the complement of M .
For dimension 3, Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld [13] gave a Digital Index Theorem for (26, 6)-and (6, 26)-surfaces in Z Z 3 . Later in [2] , we used an early version of our multilevel architecture to genelarize the Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld result for (26, 6)-surfaces to arbitrary closed hypersurfaces in a digital space (R n , f ) for a special weak lighting function f defining the (3 n − 1, 2n)-adjacency in Z Z n . In this paper we extend the Digital Index Theorem in [2] to digital spaces (R n , f ) for which f belongs to a quite large family of lighting functions. Doing that, we obtain as immediate consequences the Digital Index Theorem of Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld for both (26, 6)-and (6, 26)-surfaces as part of a common theorem for all (α, β)-surfaces, with α, β ∈ {6, 18, 26} and (α, β) = (6, 6), (18, 26) , (26, 26) , as well as a Digital Index Theorem for the strong 26-surfaces of Bertrand-Malgouyres. At this point we must say that Malgouyres [12] has proved a Digital Index Theorem for certain class of digital surfaces which have not been yet studied within our framework. If f (O, α) = 1 we say that the w.l.f. f lights the cell α for the digital object O, and we shall consider that {α ∈ K ; f (O, α) = 1} is the set of cells perceived when one looks at O under the continuous interpretation provided by f . Using this identification, the intuitive ideas underlying properties (1)- (5) above are the following. Property (1) expresses that, under any continuous interpretation, the pixels (n-cells) in a digital object O are always perceived. In addition to these pixels, we can only perceive cells in the support of O, supp(O), by property (2) . Actually, the lighting function determines what lower dimensional cells in supp(O) are perceived. This is reasonable since the cells which are not in supp(O) lie in the border of the object and, moreover, they provide not information about how the pixels in O are linked to each other. Properties (3) and (4) ensure that the perception of different objects is compatible. The first one states that a cell α is lighted for the digital object cell n (K), consisting of all the pixels in the space, whenever it is lighted for some smaller object O; while the second says that whether a cell α is lighted or not for a given object O is a local property of the object, and so it depends on the "neighbourhood" of α in O given by the set st * n (α; O). Finally, property (5) is needed to avoid certain paradoxes related to the connectivity of the complement of objects (see Example 3.5 in [5] ).
Although the continuous interpretation of every digital object in a digital space (K, f ) is provided by the w.l.f. f , to handle more easily with this information we associate a polyhedron | A The device level of O is the subcomplex K(O) = {α ∈ K ; α ≤ σ, σ ∈ O} induced in the device model K by the pixels in O. Notice that K(O) can be considered as a device model itself, and so it describes the discrete structure of the object. Moreover, the map
, and we call the pair (K(O), f O ) the digital subspace of (K, f ) induced by O.
The logical level of O is an undirected graph, L f O , whose vertices are the centroids of pixels (n-cells) in O and two of them c(σ), c(τ ) are adjacent if there exists a common face α ≤ σ ∩ τ such that f (O, α) = 1. Notice that such a cell α is linking the pixel σ to τ in K and, since α is also lighted for the digital object O, we will consider that those pixels σ and τ are connected in O. So, the logical level is the simplest representation of the connectivity of an object (see Theorem 2.2 below).
However, the graph L Fig. 1(a) ), and so all the levels of the object cell 2 (R 2 ) are the same in these digital spaces.
For the sake of simplicity, we will usually drop "f " from the notation of the levels of an object. Moreover, for the whole object cell n (K) we will simply write L K , C K and A K for its levels. Notice that A K is always a full subcomplex of the derived subdivision K (1) induced in the device model K by the centroid-map c; and, for any digital object O ⊆ cell n (K), its simplicial analogue A O is also a full subcomplex of the simplicial analogue A K of the whole digital space (K, f ); see Fig. 1 .
Next we recall the notion of connectedness given in [3] . Let O and O be two disjoint digital objects in a digital space (K, f ). Two distinct n-cells σ, τ ∈ O are said to be Next result shows how these notions of connectedness are stated at each level of our architecture. Below, given two subcomplexes 
Theorem 2.2 Let O and O be two disjoint digital objects in a digital space. The family F of O -components of O can be described in any of the following ways 1. Conceptual level: F = {O G }, where O G = {σ ∈ O ; c(σ) is a vertex of G}, and G ranges over the family of components of the digraph
C O∪O \ C O . 2. Simplicial level: F = {O A }, where O A = {σ ∈ O ; c(σ) ∈ A},
Moreover, the connected components
(∅-components) of O are F = {O L }, where O L = {σ ∈ O ; c
(σ) is a vertex of L}, and L ranges over the components of the logical level L O .
Since the continuous analogue provides the "continuous interpretation" of digital objects, the following definition arises naturally in our architecture. A digital object M in a digital space (K, f ) is said to be a digital manifold if its continuous analogue | A M | is a combinatorial manifold without boundary. In [3] we show that Kong-Roscoe's (α, β)-surfaces, for α, β ∈ {6, 18, 26} and (α, β) = (6, 6), are digital 2-manifolds in suitable digital spaces (R In this way, a digital Jordan-Brouwer separation theorem holds for each of these surfaces (see [9] and [6] ), which can be obtained as corollaries of the following general result; see [5] for its proof as well as for the proof of Theorem 2.2 above. 
Main results
In an early version of our architecture [2] we have already stated and proved a Digital Index Theorem. There, we define directly the digital index at the logical level and then we show that, by transferring it through the levels of the architecture, we get the usual topological index at the continuous level. The proof of the Digital Index Theorem in [2] does not work if (K, f ) = (R n , f ), in Theorem 2.3, is an arbitrary digital space based on the standard cubical decomposition of the Euclidean n-space; see Remark 4.8 below. However, it is still possible to proceed along the same ideas in case we are given enough digital half-lines parallel to the coordinate axes which meet the manifold "appropriately". For this we require a further condition on the digital spaces, which is actually satisfied by the lighting functions which provide the (α, β)-surfaces and the strong 26-surfaces as well.
Next we state this further condition and define precisely what we mean by "appropriate" intersection.
, and so the Digital Jordan-Brouwer Theorem holds for solid digital spaces (R n , f ).
Given a solid digital space (R n , f ) we need two lemmas to check that digital halflines meet digital objects "appropriately". The first one is an immediate consequence of Definition 3.1 and property (2) in the definition of w.l.f.'s.
and only if α ∈ supp(O); that is, the two n-cells containing α are in O.
Although we can prove the existence of enough half-lines for an arbitrary w.l.f. on R n we use here Lemma 3.3 to find easily such half-lines in a solid digital space (
Then Lemma 3.3 shows that the continuous analogue of the object by c(π s ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , x n −1) and c(σ S ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , x n +k +1) , respectively. Fig. 2 . In non-solid digital spaces, the intersection between digital half-lines and objects may be not "appropriate".
For an object O and a half-line H σ in an arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily solid) digital space (R n , f ) it is only possible to show the inclusion
Moreover, next example shows that, in general, this inclusion can be strict. 
Notice that the digital space (R 
The following lemma, whose proof is straightforward from Lemma 3.3, shows that in a solid digital space (R n , f ) the digital half-lines which are parallel to the coordinate axes meet any digital object O appropriately. We conjecture that appropriate intersections still occur in arbitrary digital spaces (R n , f ) if the digital object O is chosen to be a digital (n − 1)-manifold. Of course, a positive answer to that conjecture would allow us to remove the hypothesis on the solidness of (R n , f ) in Theorem 3.8 below. 
where C ranges over the set of components of H σ ∩ M and i dig (C; M ) is defined as follows. We write i dig (C; M ) = 0, and we say that H σ meets M tangentially at C, if both π C and σ C lie in the same M -component of N (C) − M . Otherwise we write i dig (C; M ) = 1 and we say that H σ meets M transversally at C.
We next state the following characterization of the points in the complement of a digital (n − 1)-manifold in a solid digital space (R n , f ).
belongs to the finite M -component of the complement of M if and only if i dig (σ; M ) is odd.
As it was quoted above, the digital spaces (R 
BM
. Moreover, in [3] it is shown that the w.l.f.'s f αβ provide the usual (α, β)-connectedness on R 3 for objects and its complements; that is, (see [5] ). So the following Digital Index Theorem hold for these surfaces as a consequence of Theorem 3.8. Notice that, since all the (18,26)-and (26,26)-surfaces are coordinate planes (see [9] ), and so infinite surfaces, a Digital Index Theorem has no sense for them, even though the digital spaces (R In the proof of 4.1 we shall need the following lemmas
Proof. As A O is a full subcomplex of A R n , it will suffice to show the inclusion for the sets of vertices. Moreover by Lemma 3.3 the inclusion S ⊆ O yields A S ⊆ A O . Therefore we can argue with a vertex c(α) ∈ st(A S ; A R n ) − A S . For such a vertex there exists a 1-simplex c(α), c(ρ) ∈ A R n with c(ρ) ∈ A S ; that is, ρ is either an n-cube in S or ρ is the common (n − 1)-face of two n-cubes in S. In any case α < ρ, and so st *
Proof. According to Lemma 3.3 the inclusion S ⊆ O yields
Here we use Corollary 4.3 as well as the well known equality st(L;
In order to show the second part we proceed inductively on the length k of S = S 
is an r-ball by 3.16 in [15] .
The formula of the boundary also follows inductively since ∂st(A S ; A O ) is the union
where K − L stands for the set of simplexes which are faces of some σ ∈ K with σ / ∈ L.
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4. 
is an n-ball with boundary
We are now ready for the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. According to Lemma 3.6, the components of (1)- (5):
Properties (1)- (3) show that each pair (| st( (4) and (5) show that the family of such pairs is an admissible family or relative balls. Next we check properties (1)- (5) (2) and (3). Moreover the components of H σ ∩ M are pairwise disjoint digital segments and so property (5) is a direct consequence of Corollary 4.5. Finally we prove property (4) . For this we consider the predecessor π C and the successor σ C of C. Since σ / ∈ M , Lemma 3.6 implies that neither π C nor σ C lie in M . Moreover one readily checks that, In addition to Proposition 4.1 we also use the following two technical lemmas in the proof of Theorem 3.8. 
To do that we first observe that C is a component of
Here we use Lemma 3.6. Therefore it will be enough to show the equality is characterized by the number of points in L ∩ M , where L is a half-line emanating from x which intersects M transversally. However, it is not easy to find in literature a general and precise proof of this fact (see, for example, chapter 9 in [7] for one of these proofs). We state here a topological index theorem which is very convenient in dealing with digital topology. The details and proofs can be found in [2] .
Let M be a closed (i.e. compact and without boundary) connected combinatorial (n − 1)-manifold M ⊆ IR n . We have the following well-known separation theorem. 
